Throughout this year and next, many curriculum planners will cooperate with others in some phase of the preparatory work for the 1960 White House Conference on Children and Youth to be held in March 1960. Such participation will provide new opportunities for projecting imaginative approaches to the problem of how to bridge the gap between knowledge about children and aspirations for them and the programs schools sponsor.

Those concerned with the problem of secondary school curriculum reorganization will watch with interest some of the projects currently being sponsored by the Commission on Experimental Study of the Utilization of the Staff in the Secondary School, a commission of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals. With support from the Educational Division of the Ford Foundation, this study consists of a number of widely differing kinds of projects under way in secondary schools. Several of the projects reported in the special January 1958 issue of the Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals have direct implications for curriculum. As these projects continue, forthcoming reports may be expected to analyze their further development and to evaluate their effectiveness.

It continues to be good curriculum news when a school specifically plans to make use of the many human resources available to it in the community. Sixteen hundred families whose children are in the Harrison, New York, schools were surveyed last spring to develop a resource file of the names of parents with special interests and abilities, individuals who are to be invited to the schools as resource visitors this year to help enrich the learning experiences of their children.

Over 500 high school teachers are participating in a program to understand newer concepts of mathematics. Planned by the Metropolitan School Study Council, the program involves from 65-70 hours of instruction at three centers—one for Northern New Jersey, one for Southern New York and Connecticut, and one for Long Island. Mathematics professors staff the centers and will consult with teachers and administrators in schools. Curriculum reorganization in mathematics should be one outcome of this kind of intensive in-service effort.

The National Safety Council has released a statement of criteria for the preparation of safety education materials for schools which should be helpful not only to those preparing safety materials, but also, to others preparing supplemen-
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- MAKING ARITHMETIC MEANINGFUL
  by Brueckner and Grossnickle
  America's most widely used guide to more effective teaching of elementary Arithmetic.
  This professional book places the emphasis where it belongs, on classroom procedures and techniques rather than on theory. $4.40

- DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDINGS IN THE UPPER GRADES
  by Brueckner, Grossnickle and Reckzeh
  The companion volume to Making Arithmetic Meaningful. Developed especially for use by teachers at the junior high school level and beyond, this helpful professional book offers new techniques and methods, stressing the development of principles rather than the teaching of specifics. $4.80

- HELPING CHILDREN UNDERSTAND SCIENCE
  by Dowling, Freeman, Lacy and Tippett
  This indispensable aid to the science teacher relates the developmental and growth characteristics of children to the kind of science experiences they understand and enjoy. $3.60

- PUPPETS GO TO SCHOOL
  by Helen V. Williams
  Simple-to-follow directions for making puppets of all varieties from easily obtainable materials. Actual plays as well as suggestions for staging are included $3.00
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By the time this column is in press, most of its readers will already have been involved in the national survey under way as a part of the Cooperative Action Program for Curriculum Improvement. Others will wish to join in the effort to identify promising practices in providing for individual differences, practices which in their judgment merit further study and evaluation. Individuals
are invited to select and report two such illustrations from elementary and secondary schools. Additional forms for reporting illustrations are available from state and regional ASCD presidents and from the ASCD Washington office.

This undertaking is a part of the assessment of where ASCD resources can be used most effectively to stimulate continued curriculum development in school settings. As such, it represents a task on Level 2 of CAPCI. At the same time, the results of this survey will serve to support proposals for the sponsorship of field research studies involving substantial cost, a Level 3 task. Although the survey is concerned with one of the three large problem areas which define the scope of the proposed program, these illustrations, in many instances, will be related to the other two areas—reaching toward a balanced curriculum and evaluation of learning.

In addition to widespread participation in this survey, many state units are moving ahead in their plans to bring a CAPCI focus to their activities. In some cases, such as with the Kentucky ASCD, for example, Pat W. Wear reports that the October 5-6 fall conference made CAPCI a central matter for discussion and deliberation. The Ohio ASCD, meeting October 11, planned its program around the problem area, evaluation of learning, a continuation of the emphasis given to its summer workshop, its president Martha King reports.

For review by the ASCD Executive Committee when it met in Washington, October 17, the CAPCI Committee presented a preliminary draft of a proposal for foundation support of specific field research studies. This column will report more fully on this proposal as new developments occur in this national project of the Association.
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fascinating what you can do with this easy interlock

Build stores, bridges, trains, quickly! Steady, interlocked structures that STAY UP. Yet it's easy—nothing complicated to take time from the rich variety of play kindergartners need.

Helps first graders over the workbook hurdle. Mor-Pla blocks come in 6, 12 and 24-inch sizes. Boards are exactly a yard long. What fun to discover how they fit together to make new things (building readiness for concepts of number, quantity, measure, too).

Want full details for your teachers? Write today for free booklet.

Basic Unit #4: twelve 12-inch hollow blocks, 4 boards $30.
f.o.b. Birmingham, Michigan

mor-pla jumbo-blox

R. H. Stone Products
Box 414, Detroit 31, Mich.